DATE: December 2, 1998

MACHINE: Model C Spike Driver

SERIAL NUMBER(S): All with Gagers

SUBJECT: Relocation of Gager Outer Cylinder Flow Control Valve

There have been some instances of the Outer Gager Cylinders slowing down when pulsing down to the rail in jointed mode. The slow movement is accompanied by a “squealing” sound. This problem usually shows up after about one hour of operation.

The problem is caused by location of the 28 gpm flow control valve which regulates oil into the cylinders. The current location can cause the outer cylinder pilot operated check valve to open and close at a rapid rate. Some of the oil then returns to tank through the 500 psi relief valve.

To solve the problem, the 28 gpm flow control valve must be relocated from its present position in the Gager/Nipper Manifold. A kit to relocate the flow control is available under part number R1026802. The price of this kit is $115.00 and can be installed in about 10 minutes.

(over)
ORIGINAL PIPING

Disconnect the outer gager cylinder hoses at the manifold.

Remove the tee, elbow and adapter from the manifold. Save the tee for re-use.

Remove the flow control cartridge from the engine side of the manifold and replace it with the cavity plug, 565816.

NEW PIPING

1. Install adapter 2076276 into the top of the valve body 566113. Install adapter 2076261 into the flow control removed from the manifold into the back of the housing.

2. Install swivel adapter 2075865 into the flow control toward the engine. Reconnect the hoses below.

3. Install the tee with the branch of the hose toward the engine. Reconnect the hoses below.